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Customer Appreciation Sale!
To thank our customers for making the past few years such a joy for us here at Allen Fly Fishing, we are offering
two of our biggest discounts yet!

We are wanting to do a first of its kind 12 hour Customer Appreciation sale. It is a time sensitive sale that may
end early depending on stock.
Please Note: The amount of stock we set aside for this might go faster than 12 hours. The sale will end after
12hrs, or when stock is depleted.
Ends 10pm Eastern, 7pm Pacific
Receive 30% off on Trout II and Alpha II reels!
Enter Discount code
CAREELSALE2013 at checkout!

Receive 50% off on almost our entire inventory of hooks!
(excludes SW and SS models)
Enter Discount code
CAHOOKSALE2013 at checkout!
"I would like to personally thank our customers for making Allen a part of your fly fishing experience. I often get
asked "how did Allen get started?" I made the decision to lay myself off of my family's manufacturing business
in the recession to help prevent us from having to lay off several employees (most had families) who had been
with the company much longer than I had (some knew me from when I was born).
I was raised to treat our employees like family and do what it took to keep them employed. I went through my
savings to live, later needed to file unemployment once I left the business, then later lost my house and filed
bankruptcy. During this time I started dating my wife and began Allen as a means to just make money to live
day to day.
Fortunately, it took a better direction and I live my life appreciating every day. That's the short story how Allen
was started. There are now three of us running the company, and we all have our own personal story and a
passion to match the hard work we've put in."

Justin
Founder and CEO

Discounts not valid for Guide/VIP, Military, and Fly Club pricing program members. Not valid with "Allen Bucks"
store credit.
Follow the link below to the Allen Fly Fishing website
Allen Fly Fishing

